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This talk begins in middle of conversation with one student who is talking 
about his personal life)  
 
David:  Yes, a friend back home. 
 
Swami:  You want to marry her? 
 
David:  I would, yeh. 
 
Swami: What’s her name? 
 
David:  Flora. 
 
Swami: Since how long you know her? 
 
David: Four years, but recently four months. I met her four years ago, 
then again four months ago. 
 
Swami: When you want to get married? 
 
David: When I go home. 
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Swami: You want to go home and get married?  Good. When are you 
plMonika Ting to go? 
 
David: Maybe after Guru Purnima. 
 
Swami: Good luck.  Good evening guys. Five months my tension got 
relieved today. The tension is, the Indian government, especially this 
state’s government, what it’s going to be formed. Baba is great. He 
did amazing super good job. He totally supported to the poor and 
poverty people in all angles. Yes, he made it. But a lot of people 
behind the screen, facing lot of pressures and frustrations, whatever 
it’s called… as a spiritual person I’ve never, ever been in this much 
pressure in my life.  
 
So several hundred nights, closing the door, completely in the dark, 
playing the music, thinking how to make it…ideas and thoughts. 
Finally implemented! Done, made it! So the people’s response also 
very positive - super positive. And also it’s a big relief to the 
Westerners who want to come to India to learn Indian culture and 
tradition. This is the right government to help developing the 
tourism, culture, tradition… Really respecting the Westerners in all 
angles - very powerful.  Like four, five years back we saw the poverty 
in the farmhouses - no food. Now they started giving two rupees/one 
kilo rice. It means, one day’s work they will receive one hundred Rps 
and then receive fifty kilos of rice. Fifty kilos of rice one person can 
eat?  It’s possible? Even they’re getting lessen… but enough rice.  It’s 
a good step, in India it’s a very good step.  
 
Now it’s a very good step to bring my knowledge out. That’s one of 
my own selfishness. It’s not selfishness, behalf of you what my 
pleasure is to bring this knowledge in the globe very fastly - super 
fastly. Last night I gave in the press, the media, a statement the 
government is coming to Congress (prediction before the elections). 
Last night breaking news it’s Swami’s prediction, “From Penukonda 
the Congress is coming. Today the words is counting.” Opposition 
party is really sweating and they’re angry. They also did lot of effort. 
I gave a powerful punch. Until 1 p.m., it was equal, both parties very 
equal. I received the phone call, “Two horses going like very equal. 
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What is your prediction, what’s going on here?” I said, “Wait and 
see.”  Then it’s going up very successful.  
 
So, it’s good. It’s good news and this government are ready to 
make… you’ve seen they already start at the Gagan Mahal, they’re 
making the museum and that side of the Fort they refixed it. This 
coming entrance, that wall, the rocks fell off. They’re fixing all the 
Fort. They’re taking all 365 temples, remodeling it, making a road to 
the Penukonda mountain and fixing the temple up there. From the 
side of the building here, you can see they’re working day and night 
on the Gagan Mahal. Like the same how Krishnadeva Raya lived 
there, they’re constructing it the same, fixing it with the marbles, all 
lighting, so it becomes very super famous very soon. By next year 
pretty huge change. Another lucky is, whoever has their own 
apartment, one part they’re lucky, and whoever owns a piece of land, 
they’re very lucky too, very good. 
 
So you guys prepared the questions for me?  So far, how many 
questions? 
 
Simon: There were two hundred from before, well 1,000 questions 
originally, then over the last two days maybe another two hundred.  
 
Swami: Don’t ask the silly question, just go in-depth subject. You 
know what I’m saying? Nityaanada and Monika T’s Book Coming at 
Guru Purnima.  When is your book releasing Nityaanada? 
 
Nityaanada:  By Guru Purnima. 
 
Swami: By Guru Purnima? 
 
Nityaanada: Yes. 
 
Swami: You choose the front cover page, very simple? 
 
Nityaanada: Well we’re talking about it. There’s a picture of you in 
Sri Sailam in 1998, just after you gave birth to an Atma Lingam. 
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Swami:  1998?  After seeing that picture then seeing me now… 
 
Nityaanada: Well they’re going to see that anyway because in the 
book the time… 
 
Swami:  Monika T give that advice? 
 
Nityaanada:  No it was mine. 
 
Swami: No, don’t take the blame. In Sri Sailam, at the cottage, in the 
Temple, where? 
 
Nityaanada: It was outside the cottage at midnight or 1 a.m., there’s a 
big picture of Baba. I’ll show you the picture. We would love your 
direction on that. It’s a very powerful picture. 
 
Swami: Okay, we’ll take that. So give me few pictures and start to 
make that in Hyderbad for somebody to start printing that. What’s 
the content majority? 
 
Monika T: Well it’s all about our experiences with you, meeting you 
in America, coming to India, traveling with you, all the stories, riding 
in the helicopter and running to airports and miracle stories, Mother 
Divine darshan.  
 
Swami: You’re writing running to the airport in Texas?  Which state 
that is? 
 
Nityaanada: Yes that story. 
 
Monika T: Yeh, we were on our way to Austin.  We were running in 
Washington Airport. 
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Swami:  We were running you and me.  She sold her property didn’t 
she?  (student in Austin) 
 
Gary: She has a buyer. There’s some legal difficulty right now but she 
has a buyer. 
 
Swami:  Northwest extension.  Good.  So when you be ready guys 
with your questions? 
 
Constanze:  Middle of next week.  
 
Swami: Again I’m going to Beuerhof, coming back, and so far five 
hundred people.  So far how many people is approved for Guru 
Purnima? 
 
Brett:  Five hundred and five. 
 
Swami:  How many on the waiting list? 
 
Brett:  Thirty-five. 
 
Swami:  You can give accommodation to that many? 
 
Brett:  We can try.  It’ll be very tight; it’ll be very tight.  
 
Swami: It’ll be rainy season. You can see last night rain already hit. 
All gents have to sacrifice to stay in the tents. Absolutely, just stay in 
the huge tents. The nature showers, it will be good documentary. So, 
once if you can make a big tent, make it strong standing. And the 
Mother divine statue, I recommend Paul and Tobias go. We called 
Shiva Redi, that guy in the country, we gave the order, it’s almost 
eighteen feet statue of Mother Divine. And go and get that picture. 
You need to show it in... Finally I’m taking the dare step in the 
Southwest. You’ve seen how many rocks I keep pouring there. From 
the building you can see it. Once I break the wall totally I’m 
preparing everything. Any fights, any types of illusions… Southwest 
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extension, not extension, going there whew, it’s really playing, 
catching five cobras, it’s not a joke. What we plan Tobias, whenever 
we’re bringing Her statue by procession in the village, minimum 
forty-one elephants with huge garlands all decorated and forty-one 
white horses, and a hundred and one priests, and one hundred eight 
rivers’ water, one thousand eight herbal roots, and one hundred eight 
Sri Chakras’ kum-kum from one hundred eight Mother Divine 
Temples from entire India, and one strong power object from Egypt. 
Like somebody, we need to go to get one object. I can go, we can go, 
and we can manifest there out of the sand one top pyramid, to bring 
that object and put that huge gold Sri Chakra and that object too, at 
the Mother Divine’s feet. Leave it. Then start the Temple. That’s the 
concept.  Sounds good? 
 
Students: Yes! 
 
Nityaanada: You put Her down and build a Temple around Her, like 
a jiva samadhi? 
 
Swami: Yea, but you can enter into the Temple but that Temple… I’ll 
show that design of that. She stands there, huge statue, then they’re 
constructing it, putting the slab roof. The floor level will be twenty, 
twenty-five feet height, that side Southwest. They keep pouring the 
rocks. (South of the Mandir) 
 
Thousands of people coming in the street with procession, with Her. 
What we’re really considering, how to bring the huge truck in the 
fort, that we’re testing it.  Some technical engineers, they’re working 
on it. We prepare the horses, the elephants, the priests are ready, and 
the rivers are located. Yes, I will take water from 108 different rivers, 
herbals and everything pretty good. Somebody needs to go to 
Manasarovara to get a pot of that water too.  
 
And the Elephant Group need to go to Egypt one night, get a Egypt 
power back to India. Whatever is gone from India, that same power 
again, bring it back to India and fix it, I’m not joking. I’m serious. All 
sankalpams are coming true. That sculpturer is an amazing guy. He’s 
amazing guy. He got tons of gold medals from President of India. 
One glance, if he saw any statue or any picture, that’s enough, he can 
structure it. He looked at my picture and he saw what my vision is, 
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what type of statue that would be, and he drew it and sent that 
Mother Divine picture to me. It’s correct or not, from what’s in 
Swami’s mind, he did it. He’s one million percent accurate. His way 
of eating the food, he only wears one cloth, he sits on the floor, makes 
them clean the floor there, he eats the food on the floor there. He 
never uses any vessels, anything, such a dedicated guy, such a 
dedicated guy. Sleeps on plain floor. Very rich, wealthy guy but 
simple takes it.  Finally we got him. Generally he won’t accept it. 
After these guys went and stand in front of him, one day later he 
gave interview. “Then from Penukonda, show your Swami’s picture, 
how old is he?” “Thirty five.” “What he wants to do?” “Mother 
Divine statue.”  “What’s his name?”  “Kaleshwar.” “Kali Ishwara. 
Kali is pretty powerful there. Ishwara is the silence. Kali is really 
killing the negativity. Ishwara is very quiet and calm, silence, 
meditating.”  
 
He looked at my picture and said, “Fine, sit.”  Ten minutes just he 
drew and sent the picture. The point is, try to put your sankalpams 
too. Like you’re also guys are siddhas too. Pretty good you did 
millions of japas too. Pray to the Guru Parampara, Datta, and Mother. 
Let it happen that. Everybody need to be an instrument. You’re also 
carrying the light. Make all sticks come together, make it, build it. 
Southwest making Her to stand there and Northeast lake. Done. 
Leave it open. Then the Suwarnalingam (gold Shiva Lingam) fix it 
there, same time peacefully.  Clear? So any time, sometime you and 
Ted go, before going to Germany, get that pictures. How big tent 
need to be for two hundred gents to be in like Western style, Gary, 
each person six feet by five feet?  
 
Gary: Six thousand square feet.  
 
Swami:  Can I access to include the waiting list people? If you say 
yes… 
 
Nityaanada:  Yes. 
 
Gary: So it might take several smaller tents rather than a six thousand 
foot tent.  
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Swami: Smaller tents? 
 
Gary:  Maybe two three thousand foot tents? 
 
Swami: What do you think Brett?  He’s sweating. 
 
Brett:  Sleeping is one thing, but bathroom facilities… 
 
Swami: We can make temporary bathrooms, no problem. How many 
days program that is, five days?  Why can’t somebody go and survey 
the Rama Temple next there, and go next to the Shiva Temple, and 
maybe some people can fit in the Gagan Mahal.  No seriously, 
sleep… What can I do huh? Rama and Shiva Temples, and next to us 
Gagan Mahal, and straight there, there’s one more Shiva Temple, 
Ayaneshwara Temple—how many people can fit in there?  Somehow 
we need to do it. 
 
Laina:  We can build bunk beds? 
 
Swami: Yea, when I was in school we use to be like that, but… few 
guys need to take charge of that. Of course has to, you have to take 
the challenges.  Simple things doing it, it’s not a thrill, clean things if 
you done it, yes adventure go for the edge. Come back. Does it make 
sense Monika T?  You went all the way edge?  
 
Monika T:  Pretty good I think I did, yes. 
 
Swami:  Pretty good edge. Go for edge and come back. We’ll make 
the tents, so accept it. Tell them advancely it’s overcrowded, bring 
their own certain power bars, medicines, stuff, and hire few more 
doctors to be here, to be all the time pretty good available. You want 
to sit and talk to me privately?  
 
Brett: No. 
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Swami:  You’re speechless.  Can do it, can do it. Done. Good luck. Go 
for arati.  See you guys one week’s time you said? 
 
Constanze:  End of the week, following week. 
 
Swami:  Make it faster. Good luck.  
 

End of Talk 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


